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the bosch tronic 3000 is a tankless, point-of-use electric heater. designed specifically
for homes and businesses in need of hot water, the bosch tronic 3000 can be used as
a supplemental water heating source for in-home use. the bosch tronic 3000 is also

ideal for low-flow washing, baths and showers, as it provides a quick and easy solution
to hot water needs without the need for a dedicated hot water tank. to be used as a

standalone heat source, the bosch tronic 3000 can be installed under a sink and
plugged into a circuit. this bosch tronic 3000 water heater is also ideal for use with

single point water heaters. single point heaters are used where hot water is needed at
a single sink in a home or business. single point heaters also provide a quick and easy

solution to hot water needs without the need for a dedicated hot water tank. bosch
mini-tank heaters are ideal for low-flow washing, showers and baths. the bosch tronic
3000 tankless, point-of-use electric heater is an ideal water heater for this application.
water is heated at the point of use and is delivered hot enough for low-flow washing.
the tankless design allows for faster start-up time and cooler water. and the bosch

tronic 3000 has a water heater tank that does not have to be refilled. water is heated
at the point of use and is delivered hot enough for low-flow washing. the bosch tronic
3000 tankless, point-of-use electric heater is an ideal water heater for this application.
water is heated at the point of use and is delivered hot enough for low-flow washing.
the tankless design allows for faster start-up time and cooler water. and the bosch

tronic 3000 has a water heater tank that does not have to be refilled.
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bosch is the world's leading supplier of technology and services for the industrial,
commercial and domestic markets. with 2011 sales of $70 billion, bosch is one of the
largest international companies in terms of sales and number of employees. with its

integrated technologies and pioneering spirit, bosch develops and manufactures
highly innovative products for smart living that enable technology to make our lives
easier, better and more fun. the bosch group comprises robert bosch gmbh and its

roughly 40 subsidiary and regional companies in germany and roughly 30 companies
in other countries. bosch tronic 3000 has a roundagon design allowing it to be in-style
and seamlessly blend into any space. this clean design also means its simple to use

with no interface or complicated controls for its user. the bosch tronic 3000 is ideal for
most any project and stands apart from other models on the market due to its

compact, lightweight, and space-saving features. the compact and powerful wh27 &
wh17 tronic 5000 series electric whole house tankless water heaters can be installed
virtually anywhere inside the home. they are 97% efficient with minimal stand-by loss

and have modulating elements that ensure a constant output temperature for hot
water comfort. 240v. bosch tronic 3000 features a dynamic design that can be rotated

in any orientation for easy installation regardless of the location of the connecting
water pipes. this provides versatile, 360-degree installation options that contractors

will love while allowing wholesalers to reduce their total number of skus to stock.
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